The purpose of this study is to depict the sequence of the various time zones involved when the Rapture of the Bride of Christ is to occur. Of course, this is assuming a Globe Model in today's debate about why the Earth is supposedly 'flat'. The Time Zone Map will be utilized using the modern delineation of the various Time Zones and adjusting for Day Light Saving Time. The time of this research is the '0' Hour will be from Jerusalem, Israeli Standard Time (IST). This '0' Hour could be the corresponding hour of approximately 6am that constituted the 1st Watch of the Jewish Day, that is 6am to 9am. This clue is inferred by the Apostle Peter in his preaching subsequently after the 120 Disciples were 'baptized' by the Holy Spirit at that time to fulfill the prophecy of Joel of the Old Testament and that of the words of Jesus who 'promised' to send the Comforter, etc. This study supposes that Acts 2 was the occasion on the Temple Mount when the majority of Jewish men, required to gather at the House of YHVH. The coming down of GOD the Holy Spirit was when the Disciples of Jesus were instructed to 'wait for the Power on High' to come down. Such was present as the Pentecost Blessing mimicked the coming down of YHVH on Mount Sinai for a ratification of a similar marriage covenant and commitment. The study will present some presumed assertions based on the Biblical narrative and generally agreed understanding of the Rapture phenomenon to occur at an end of a Wheat Harvest in late summer of a given year.

**JEWISH WATCHES OF TIME**

Jewish Days start at Sundown.

- **9am - Maximum**
- **6am - Minimum**

Sun Set

Sun Rise

**PENTECOST**

**GIVEN CONDITIONS AND TIMING**

1. When Pentecost Fully Came.
2. A 100-day count per Lev 23:16.
3. By 6-9am watch when Peter preached.
4. In time of New Wine Offering.
5. At end of Summer Wheat Harvest.

**APOLST PETER @ PENTECOST**

Preaching to Crowds at Temple Mount.